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Book Now
  osiriseducational.co.uk 

  0808 160 5 160 / 01790 753 987

  Call 01790 755 783 to run this course in your school

Delegates receive:
  Hard-to-find accessories and unusual  

 display materials available at low  
 prices, so you can take back  
 everything you need to inspire  
 colleagues and pupils
   Online post-course support
   Delegate file including CPD certificate

Reference Code: 

JAN120,N,PDT,B

Professional Display Training

Suitable for:  4 Teaching/Classroom Assistants  4 Teachers  4 Support Staff

Presented by Pauline Carr
Pauline, director of the Alternative Display Company Ltd, is the 
most original, humorous and practical display trainer in the 
UK. Her hands-on course has brought energy and dynamism 
to thousands of schools and organisations. Her fantastic 
training is fun and inspirational.

 Ten-minute displays – create a vibrant classroom

 Become the in-house display expert in your school

 Action-packed workshop for fun, experiential learning

Tools of the trade to create stunning visual effects
Experience and ability are irrelevant
Learn how to use low-cost/no-cost materials to great effect
Leave with a vast number of ideas and new skills

Fast, effective displays on a shoestring
Learn the latest fast-up and quick-down methods
Produce themed displays using props
Suspend displays in windows, display cases, etc.
Incorporate models and props
Create exciting, dynamic display tables
Learn how to make and display costumes
Create a three-dimensional display
Use leaflets, brochures, etc. to enhance children’s work 
The chance to put what you have seen into practice
Professional guidance and feedback
Action-packed and fun

Average 
presenter score: 

4.8 out of 5

“This course was magnificent! Very useful: learned and 
developed my skills in displays. Well organised and 
increased my motivation.”

Shabana Sher, Nansen Primary School

“Very enjoyable. I learned a lot. Cannot wait to put it into 
practice.”

Lynn Wingrove, Colegrave School

25th March 2020, London

£299 + VAT

Make sure you ask about additional  

delegate discounts


